Abstract—SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) has been widely adopted as a signaling protocol to establish, modify and terminate multimedia sessions between end-users in the Internet. SIP introduces a retransmission mechanism to ensure the reliability of its real-time message delivery. However, retransmission makes server overload worse, as indicated by the recent server crashes in the real carrier networks. In this paper, we use a discrete time model to describe the queuing dynamics of an overloaded SIP server with the retransmission mechanism. We then derive a sufficient stability condition that a SIP server can handle the overload effectively under the retransmission mechanism. Discrete time model allows us to run fluid-based Matlab simulation directly to evaluate the overload performance. This approach is much simpler than event-driven simulation. Event-driven OPNET simulation was also conducted to observe the transient behaviour of an overloaded server in a SIP network. Our simulation results demonstrate that: (1) The sufficient stability bound is quite tight. The bound indicates that effective CPU utilization as low as 20% can still lead to an unstable system after a short period of demand burst or a temporary server slowdown. Resource overprovisioning is not a viable solution to the server crash problem; (2) By satisfying the stability condition, the initial queue size introduced by a transient overload can avoid a system crash. Such stability condition can help the operator to determine whether and when to activate overload control mechanism in case of heavy load.
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1. INTRODUCTION

SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) [1] has been widely deployed for significantly growing session-oriented applications in the Internet, such as Voice-over-IP, instant messaging and video conference. As a signaling protocol, SIP is responsible for creating, modifying and terminating sessions in a mutual real-time communication [2]. 3GPP (3rd Generation Partnership Project) has adopted SIP as the basis of the IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystem) architecture [3, 4, 5].

Fig. 1 illustrates a simplified configuration of a SIP network which consists of two basic elements: UA (User Agent) and P-Server (Proxy Server) [1]. A UA may perform two roles: in the UAC (User Agent Client) role, the originating UA sends requests; in the UAS (User Agent Server) role, the terminating UA receives requests and sends responses. The task of a P-server is to receive SIP requests and forward them to the terminating UA (or to another P-server that is closer to the terminating UA). Each P-server is assigned to serve multiple individual UAs. UA and P-server cooperate to establish, modify and terminate sessions for multimedia communication.

SIP is designed to be an application layer protocol independent of the underlying transport mechanism which may be TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) or UDP (User Datagram Protocol). SIP introduces a retransmission mechanism to maintain its reliability [5, 6]. The mechanism provides reliability by retransmitting lost SIP messages either end-to-end or hop-by-hop. A SIP source uses a delay to detect a message loss. It would produce one or more retransmissions if the corresponding reply message is not received in a predetermined time interval. If a retransmission triggered by a delay caused by the overload, it would introduce the overhead rather than reliability into the network. Such redundant retransmissions increase the memory and CPU loads for a SIP server, which may cause a system overload and deteriorate the signaling performance [6-18]. In an overload situation, the throughput drops down to a small fraction of the original processing capacity, thus poses a serious problem for a SIP network [11]. This kind of behaviour has happened in real carrier networks where large scale collapses of SIP servers have been observed in presence of sudden heavy SIP traffic (e.g., emergency-induced call volume) [12].

A SIP server can be overloaded due to various reasons such as poor capacity planning, dependency failures, component failures, avalanche restart, flash crowds, denial of service attacks, etc., as indicated by RFC 5390 [20]. In general, a short period of demand burst or a server slowdown may bring a server overload and lead to server crash. The built-in SIP overload control mechanism has proven to be ineffective in practice, because it attempts to mitigate the overload by rejecting some calls, but the cost of rejecting a SIP session is comparable with the cost of serving a session.

SIP retransmission mechanism should be disabled for hop-by-hop transaction when running SIP over TCP to avoid redundant retransmissions at both SIP and TCP layer [1]. However, almost all real SIP networks run SIP over UDP mainly because the following reasons [8-18, 21-22]: (1) TCP is optimized for accurate delivery by sacrificing its timeliness which is a critical requirement for real-time application such as SIP; (2) SIP works at application layer while TCP works at transport layer. Even TCP can provide reliability at transport

Fig.1. Simplified configuration of a SIP network
layer, SIP messages can still be dropped or corrupted while being processed at application layer; (3) TCP keeps retransmitting outstanding packets until an ACK is received. Each retransmitted packet is pushed to the application layer to be a SIP message which costs extra CPU time and introduces more delay, therefore making CPU overload worse.

Recent collapse of SIP servers due to emergency-induced call volume or “American Idol” flash crowd in the real carrier networks has motivated some overload control solutions. For example, three window-based feedback algorithms were proposed to adjust the message sending rate of the upstream SIP servers based on the queue length [11]. Both centralized and distributed overload control mechanisms for SIP were investigated in [12]. Retry-after control, processor occupancy control, queue delay control and window based control were proposed to improve goodput and prevent overload collapse in [8]. A small buffer size has been proved to be a simple overload control mechanism at a cost of temporary call rejection rate hike in [23]. It has been revealed that the retransmission mechanism is a main factor to deteriorate the overload performance [11, 18]. Thus it is necessary to investigate the impact of the retransmission mechanism on the SIP overload. A demand burst or routine server maintenance such as database synchronization may accumulate the signaling messages to create a long queue. Excessive queueing delay, introduced by a long initial queue size, may continue to trigger the redundant retransmissions and crash the server after an overloaded server resumes its normal service with a low effective CPU utilization. It would be interesting to find a sufficient stability condition for the initial queue size, which indicates whether the SIP server can handle overload effectively. Such stability condition can help the SIP operator to decide whether and when to activate the overload control algorithm. It also can help researchers propose more effective solutions to avoid SIP overload collapse caused by the SIP retransmissions.

Event-driven simulation has been widely used for evaluating network performance. Its computation cost grows linearly with network size and message volumes [24]. When event-driven simulation is used to evaluate a SIP network, each outstanding SIP message requires a timer being maintained. When an overload happens, outstanding messages are built up, and the simulator needs to increase the number of timers dramatically in order to track message retransmissions. Tracking and manipulating these timers consume large amount memory and CPU time which make the simulation process extremely slow, thus in some cases, cause the simulator to crash and terminate simulation unexpectedly. In order to simplify the CPU-consuming timer-tracking process, fluid-based simulation tracks time slot instead of individual messages. Messages arriving within the same time slot are aggregated and processed together. This will greatly simplify the complexity caused by large number of messages and allow smooth scalability by choosing different granularities as required.

The contributions of this paper are: (1) Deriving a sufficient stability condition that a SIP server can handle the overload effectively under the retransmission mechanism; (2) Developing a discrete-time, fluid-based model to reduce significantly simulation effort; (3) Comparing the results of both fluid-based Matlab simulation and event-driven OPNET simulation to demonstrated that the fluid-based simulation is relatively accurate and scalable for evaluating the performance of a SIP network; (4) Performing fluid-based Matlab simulation and event-driven OPNET simulation to verify that the stability bound is quite tight, or an initial queue size (created by a transient overload) which is 5% higher than the bound will bring a server crash. Slightly different initial queue sizes (the difference is less than 10% in this paper) create totally different dynamic behaviour patterns; (5) Simulating an application scenario to demonstrate that an effective CPU utilization as low as 20% cannot prevent a SIP server from overload during a short period of maintenance service and such overload continues to spread even after the normal service resumes.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the SIP retransmission mechanism. Section 3 analyzes the queuing dynamics of an overloaded SIP server under retransmission mechanism. Section 4 derives a stability condition for SIP retransmission mechanism in the case of server overload. Section 5 evaluates the performance of an overloaded server. Some conclusions are made in Section 6.

2. SIP RETRANSMISSION MECHANISM OVERVIEW

SIP works in the application-layer for multimedia session establishment and tear-down. To briefly describe the basic SIP operation, we only consider originating UA, SIP P-server and terminating UA, as shown in Fig. 2. To set up a call, an originating UA sends an “Invite” request to a terminating UA via two P-servers. The P-server returns a provisional “100 (Trying)” response to confirm the receipt of the “Invite” request. The terminating UA returns an “180 (Ringing)” response after confirming that the parameters are appropriate. It also evicts a “200 (OK)” message to answer the call. The originating UA sends an “ACK” response to the terminating UA after receiving the “200 (OK)” message. Finally the call session is established and the multimedia communication is created between the originating UA and the terminating UA through the SIP session. The “Bye” request is generated to terminate the session thus cancel the communication.

![Fig. 2. A typical procedure of session establishment](image-url)
SIP has two types of message retransmission: (a) a sender starts the first retransmission of the original message at \( T_1 \) seconds, the time interval doubling after every retransmission (exponential backoff), if the corresponding reply message is not received. The last retransmission is sent out at the maximum time interval 64x\( T_1 \) seconds. Default value of \( T_1 \) is 0.5s, thus there is a maximum of 6 retransmissions. The hop-by-hop "Invite"-"100 Trying" transaction shown in Fig. 2 follows this rule [1]; (b) a sender starts the first retransmission of the original message at \( T_1 \) seconds, the time interval doubling after every retransmission but capping off at \( T_2 \) seconds, if the corresponding reply message is not received. The last retransmission is sent out at the maximum time interval 64x\( T_2 \) seconds. Default value of \( T_2 \) is 4s, thus there is a maximum of 10 retransmissions. The end-to-end "OK"-"ACK" and "Bye"-"OK" transactions shown in Fig. 2 follows this rule [1].

3. QUEUING DYNAMICS OF SIP RETRANSMISSION MECHANISM

A real SIP network consists of a series of geographically distributed P-servers and a large amount of UAs. Each P-server is responsible for setting up a session call between two UAs. It forwards the requests and also generates a provisional response to confirm the receipt of every request from the upstream sender (an originating UA or a P-server) [1]. It provides a retransmission mechanism to guarantee a reliable delivery of a SIP message [5]. However, the arrival of too many SIP messages may cause an unnecessary queuing delay, stimulate redundant retransmissions and accelerate the overload, thus eventually bring down the entire network [11]. Therefore, it is necessary to describe the queuing dynamics of an overloaded SIP server (e.g., [16, 23]), before we derive a stability condition for SIP retransmission mechanism.

When overloads happen in the network, at any time, one of the servers will be the most overloaded one among all the overloaded servers. Without loss of generality, we consider a typical SIP network which consists of an overloaded P-server and its multiple upstream originating servers [11], as shown in Fig. 3. For a clear presentation, we use difference equations to describe the queuing dynamics of an overloaded P-server. In our discrete time model, we make the following assumptions according to SIP RFC [1]:

(a) We investigate the retractions which are mainly caused by long queuing delay of the overloaded server. Therefore, for the round trip response time between the overloaded server and its neighbouring server, the queuing and processing delays are dominant, while transmission and propagation delay are negligible [12]. This assumption is valid because signaling messages are typically CPU capacity constrained rather than bandwidth constrained;

(b) Time is divided into discrete time slots. This makes it easy to describe how many retransmitted messages are triggered by a delay caused by the overload. The errors introduced by the discrete time slot can be made arbitrarily small by making the interval of a timeslot smaller and smaller. We use \( r \) and \( n \) to denote time and timeslot respectively;

(c) The SIP RFC [1] does not specify the queuing and scheduling discipline to be deployed by a SIP server. We assume that a SIP server maintains a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue for messages arriving at different time-slots. This FIFO queuing model reflects the common practice by most vendors today [11]. Within the same time slot, original request messages enter the tail of the queue prior to retransmitted request messages. Such enqueuing priority has negligible impact if the interval of the time slot is very small. There is no enqueuing difference for the messages arriving at different time slots;

(d) The time to process a response message or a timer timeout is typically much smaller than a request message [1]. We assumed that, within a time slot, the server has enough CPU capacity to process the incoming response messages, thus response messages will not be enqueued as long as they are treated with higher priority such as interrupt. They will not be dropped either when the queue for request messages are overflowed. The service capacity of the overloaded server includes the rate for processing response messages;

(e) In order to focus our analysis on the overloaded server, we assume multiple upstream originating servers and the downstream server of the overloaded P-server have sufficient capacity to process all requests, retransmissions, and response messages immediately without any delay;

(f) Practical buffer sizes vary with the actual service rates and system configuration plans. With the memory becoming cheaper and cheaper, typical buffer sizes are likely to become larger and larger. The buffer sizes for all servers are assumed to be large enough to hold all the incoming messages. Therefore there is no message loss at all servers.

(g) The hop-by-hop Invite-100 Trying transaction is the major workload contributor due to its role for call setup and its hop-by-hop retransmission mechanism [1]. Given the proportionate nature and the general similarity of the retransmission mechanisms between the "Invite" and "non-Invite" messages in a typical session [1], we will focus on the hop-by-hop Invite-100 Trying transaction and ignore other end-to-end transactions in this paper.

\[ \lambda(n) \text{ denotes aggregated original message arrivals, } r(n) \text{ denotes aggregated retransmitted message arrivals from multiple upstream servers, } q(n) \text{ denotes queue size, } \mu(n) \text{ denotes service rate} \]

Fig. 4 depicts the queuing dynamics of an overloaded SIP server in a SIP network (as shown in Fig. 3). The overloaded server receives the original Invite requests with an aggregate
rate $\lambda(n)$ at time slot $n$, where $\lambda(n)$ can be arbitrary. We can obtain the queue size $q(n+1)$ at next time slot $n+1$ based on the information at the current time slot $n$, i.e.,
\[ q(n+1) = [q(n) + \lambda(n) + r(n) - \mu(n)]^+ , \] (1)
where $q(n)$ denotes the queue size, $r(n)$ denotes the aggregated retransmitted messages; $\mu(n)$ denotes an arbitrary service process for the request messages, which is equal to the server service capacity minus the service rate for the response messages. $\lambda(n) + r(n)$ give the total arrival messages at current time slot $n$. Adding $q(n)$ and deducting $\mu(n)$ would generate a new queue size $q(n+1)$ in the next time slot $n+1$, as described by Eq. (1). We use $[\cdot]^+$ to indicate that the queue size at each time slot should be nonnegative.

If the server does not receive the corresponding response message for an original request message at a specific time-out, it would trigger retransmission. There are maximum 6 retransmissions for every original request message [1]. Thus we can obtain the total retransmitted messages $r(n)$ at current time slot $n$ as
\[ r(n) = \sum_{j=1}^{6} r_j(n) , \] (2)
where $r_j(n)$ denotes the $j^{th}$-time retransmission for the original request messages arriving at time $n-T_j$, $T_{j}=\lceil 2(i-1) \rceil T_i$ and $1 \leq j \leq 6$.

At time $t = (n-T_j)$, the original request message arrivals were $\lambda(n-T_j)$ and the queue size was $q(n-T_j)$. Since the overloaded server can process $\sum_{k=1}^{j} \mu(n-T_j + k)$ messages during the $T_j$ time slots, the remaining messages at current time slot $n$ become
\[ \{[\lambda(n-T_j) + q(n-T_j) - \sum_{k=1}^{j} \mu(n-T_j + k)]^+ , \] which should be nonnegative. This may include both the original arrival messages at time $(n-T_j)$ and the queued messages right before the time slot $(n-T_j)$. However, only the remaining original arrival messages $\lambda(n-T_j)$ need to be retransmitted at current time $n$, we use $\min\{\cdot\}$ function to get the $j^{th}$-time retransmitted messages at current time slot $n$, i.e.,
\[ r_j(n) = \min \{[\lambda(n-T_j) + q(n-T_j) - \sum_{k=1}^{j} \mu(n-T_j + k)]^+ , \] (3)
\[ \lambda(n-T_j) \} . \]

Eqs. (1) to (3) shows the dynamic behaviour of an overloaded SIP server. Due to its nonlinear characteristic, it may show complex, sometimes chaotic, patterns that bring a potential server collapse.

4. STABILITY CONDITION FOR SIP RETRANSMISSION MECHANISM

The retransmission can provide a reliable delivery of SIP messages. However, it also increases the queuing size and enhances the overload. It would be interesting to derive a stability condition that the server can handle overload effectively. The messages accumulated by a transient overload (e.g., a demand burst or a server slowdown) create an initial queue size when the server returns to its normal service state. Such initial queue size may bring a queuing delay long enough for the retransmissions of old remaining original messages in the queue as well as all the new incoming original messages. We would like to investigate whether the SIP server can serve the original messages in the initial queue size and their retransmissions under a low effective CPU utilization.

Without loss of generality, we consider the “Invite-Trying” request-response pair with a deterministic arrival rate $\lambda$ and a deterministic service rate $\mu$; there are $i$ retransmissions for the new arrival original messages; the initial queue size is $q(0)$.

**Theorem 1:** If the initial queue size $q(0)$ created by a demand burst can satisfy a sufficient stability condition described by Eq. (4), then the SIP server is stable.
\[ q(0) < \min_{1 \leq i \leq 6} \{2^{i+1} - 1 \} \mu T_i , \] (4)
\[ (2^{i+1} + 3 \times 2^i - i - 4) \mu T_i - ((i-1)2^i + 1) \lambda T_i , \] (5)
\[ i \leq j \leq 6 \}

**Proof:** To prevent messages from accumulating unlimitedly in SIP server, the total average incoming rate should be less than the service rate. Assume that there would be $i$ retransmissions for an arbitrary original Invite request message, a conservative condition to maintain stability is
\[ (i+1) \lambda / \mu \leq 1 , \] which is equivalent to
\[ \mu \geq (i+1) \lambda , \] (5)
\[ i \leq j \leq \lceil (\mu - \lambda) / \lambda \rceil . \] (6)
To achieve the above sufficient stability condition, we need to guarantee that the original messages from both the initial queue size and the new arrivals are not retransmitted more than $j$ times, where we denote $j$ as $j = \lceil (\mu - \lambda) / \lambda \rceil$.

Then we update the equivalent stability condition in Eq. (6) as
\[ i \leq j \leq \lceil (\mu - \lambda) / \lambda \rceil . \] (7)
To avoid $j+1$ retransmissions for the original messages in the initial queue size, we obtain a stability condition for the initial queue size as
\[ q(0) / \mu < T_{j+1} = (2^{j+1} - 1) \mu T_i , \] (8)
which is equivalent to
\[ q(0) < \mu T_{j+1} . \] (9)

To avoid $(j+1)$ retransmissions for any newly arrival original messages, the queue size in any time should satisfy
\[ q(t) < \mu T_{j+1} . \] (10)
Eq. (4) can certainly satisfy Eq. (8). To show that Eq. (4) can satisfy the requirement of Eq. (9), we consider five cases in the following discussion.

1. We first consider the queue sizes at each specified retransmission times $T_i=(2^i-1)T_i$ using Eqs. (1)-(3) as follows,
\[ q(T_i) = q(0) - (\mu - \lambda) T_i + [q(0) - \mu T_i] , \]
\[ q(T_{i+1}) = q(T_i) - 2(\mu - 2 \lambda) T_i + [q(0) - \mu T_i - \mu T_i] , \]
\[ ... \]
\[ q(T_j) = q(T_{j-1}) - 2^{j-1}(\mu - 2 \lambda) T_i + [q(0) - \mu T_i] , \] (10)
\[ ... \]
\[ q(T_{j+1}) = q(T_j) - 32(\mu - 6 \lambda) T_i + [q(0) - \mu T_i] . \] (11)
2. We next consider the queue sizes between any two neighbouring retransmission times $T_i$ and $T_j$. Eqs. (1)-(3), (7) and (10) lead to
\[ q(t) = q(T_{j+1}) - (\mu - i \lambda)(t - T_{j-1}) < q(T_{j+1}) , \] (11)
The inequality in Eq. (11) indicates that the queue size is decreasing continuously with a slope of $\mu - \lambda$ during the time period. However, at time $t = T_j$, the $i$th retransmission for the remaining $\{q(0) - \mu T_j\}$ messages from the initial queue size $q(0)$ is triggered, resulting in a sudden increase in the queue size described by (10). Then when $0 < t \leq T_j$, the condition described by (9) becomes

$$q(T_j) < \mu T_{j+1}, \quad 1 \leq i \leq j \leq 6.$$  \hfill (12)

Given the condition of Eq. (8), we assume the worst case with $q(0) - \mu T_j \geq 0$. Using recursive substitution for Eq. (10), we can obtain

$$q(T_j) = (i + 1)q(0) - \sum_{k=1}^{i} 2^{k-1}(\mu - k\lambda)T_i - \sum_{k=1}^{i} \left(2^k - 1\right)\mu T_i,$$

which can be reorganized as

$$q(T_j) = (i + 1)q(0) - \sum_{k=1}^{i} 2^{k-1}\mu T_i + \sum_{k=1}^{i} \lambda T_i x^k - \sum_{k=1}^{i} \lambda T_i x^k - \sum_{k=1}^{i} \mu T_i,$$

or

$$q(T_j) = (i + 1)q(0) - \frac{2^{i+1} - 1}{2} \mu T_i + \mu T_i,$$

and the overload was caused by a demand burst; (2) Arrival rate and service rate were Poisson distributed and the overload was caused by a server slowdown.

To verify the sufficient stability condition for the initial queue size, we have considered two scenarios: (1) Arrival rate and service rate were deterministic and the overload was caused by a demand burst; (2) Arrival rate and service rate were Poisson distributed and the overload was caused by a server slowdown.

5.1. Constant Arrival Rate and Service Rate

In this scenario, a demand burst overloaded the server and created an initial queue size at time $t=0$s. This emulated a short surge of user demands. Normal original request messages arrived at the overloaded server with a constant rate $\lambda=200$ messages/sec. This emulated regular user demands. The overloaded server maintained a constant service rate $\mu=1000$ messages/sec. Thus the effective CPU utilization $\rho$ as the ratio between the total mean arrival rate for the original messages and the mean service rate, i.e., $\rho=\lambda/\mu$. The simulation time is 50s.

Eq. (7) gives $j=\left\lfloor(\mu-\lambda)/\lambda\right\rfloor=4$. Then using Eq. (4), we can obtain the stability condition for the overloaded server as $q(0) < \min\{15500, 8200, 6167, 5700, 6220\}=5700$ messages. We will consider two sub-scenarios with different initial queue sizes.

Sub-scenario (a)

In this sub-scenario, a demand burst created an initial queue size as $q(0)=5500$ messages < 5700 messages, obeying the stability condition described by Eq. (4).

Figs. 5 and 6 show the dynamic behaviour of the overloaded SIP server using both Matlab simulation and OPNET simulation. One can observe that the curves obtained by Matlab simulation are very close to the curves obtained by OPNET simulation. The difference for instantaneous retransmission rate shown in Fig. 6 was caused by enqueuing priority within the same time slot (Assumption (c)). The similarity between Matlab simulation result and OPNET simulation result demonstrates that fluid-based simulation is a relatively accurate and cost-effective approach for performance evaluation of a SIP network, while it can simplify a CPU-consuming timer-tracking process by tracking single time slot instead of individual message timer.

1 Currently there is no measurement result for the workload in the real SIP networks. Poisson distributed message arrival rate and service rate are widely adopted by most existing research work (e.g., [11]).
Fig. 5(b) shows that the queue size decreased linearly with 800 messages/sec at the beginning.

At time $t=T_1=0.5s$, the overloaded SIP server had processed 500 messages, the $1^{st}$-time retransmission for the residual 5000 original messages in the initial queue happened (as shown in Fig. 6). The new 100 original messages arriving between $t=0s$ and $t=T_1=0.5s$ joined the queue together with 5000 retransmitted SIP messages, so the queue size became 10,100 messages (as shown in Fig. 5(b)). The new arrival original messages at time $t=0s$ started to trigger the first-time retransmissions (as shown in Fig. 6). Similarly, due to the $2^{nd}$-time and $3^{rd}$-time retransmissions, the queue size increased dramatically at time $t=T_2=1.5s$ and $t=T_3=3.5s$ respectively.

At time $t=8s$, the retransmission rate of new arrival original messages increased from 600 messages/sec to 800 messages/sec (as shown in Fig. 6), thus the total incoming traffic rate of both original messages and retransmitted messages was equal to the service rate $\mu=1000$ messages/sec (or $\rho=5.2/\mu=1$). Between the time $t=3.5s$ and $t=8s$, 900 new incoming original messages and 2700 incoming retransmitted messages entered the overloaded SIP server, thus the queue size reached and stayed at a steady queue size as $14700+900+2700=18000$ messages, well matching our theoretical analysis on the queuing dynamics in Section 3.

**Sub-scenario (b)**

In this sub-scenario, a demand burst created an initial queue size as $q(0)=6000$ messages $>5700$ messages, violating the stability condition described by Eq. (4).
allows the server to handle the initial temporary overload effectively, while the slightly larger initial queue size of 6000 messages will result in infinitely increasing queue size, thus bring a SIP server to crash. This indicates that the sufficient stability bound is quite tight.

5.2. Poisson Distributed Arrival Rate and Service Rate

In this application scenario, the overloaded SIP server worked in one of the two states (i.e., normal service state and maintenance state) alternately. During the maintenance period, the overload may happen due to the server slow down. The mean service time at the normal service state was $m_1=600\text{sec}$; the mean service time at the maintenance state was $m_0=30\text{sec}$; all were exponential distributed. The mean service rate at the normal service state was $\mu_1=1000\text{ messages/sec}$; the mean service rate at maintenance state was $\mu_0=200\text{ messages/sec}$; all were Poisson distributed. The simulation time is 2000s. The overall effective mean utilization was equal to $\rho = \lambda (m_1 + m_0)/(m_1 \mu_1 + m_0 \mu_0) \approx 0.2$. We will not show the OPNET simulation result because it was very close to the Matlab simulation result as the Subsection 5.1.

Figs. 9 to 12 show the dynamic behaviour of the overloaded SIP server under two different service states.

In summary, although the effective mean utilization is as low as 20%, if the accumulated messages in the SIP server during the short maintenance period violate the stability condition for the initial queue size, the server cannot mitigate the overload effectively after it resumed its normal service. Goodput collapse persists and the server would crash eventually, well matching our theoretical analysis.
6. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the SIP retransmission mechanism in case of the overload. We have derived a sufficient stability condition that SIP server can handle the overload effectively under the retransmission mechanism. To prevent the system from crashing, the initial queue size caused by a transient overload should satisfy the stability condition. Such stability condition can help the SIP operator to trigger the overload control algorithm ahead of time to avoid the SIP server collapse.

We have performed simulation using both fluid-based simulation approach and event-driven simulation approach to evaluate the performance of an overloaded SIP server. Our study indicated that the behaviour of the SIP server is highly sensitive to the temporary overload due to the demand burst or the server slow down. The sufficient stability bound for the initial queue size caused by the overload is quite tight. Effective resource utilization as low as 20% cannot prevent an overloaded server from crash, if an initial queue created by a short-term overload (due to a demand burst or a temporary server slowdown) exceeds the sufficient stability bound slightly.

Event-driven simulation, adopted by most existing literature on SIP study, requires a series of retransmission timers to track outstanding messages, thus makes the experiment computationally expensive. As the network size increases to a large scale, the number of timers may build up to consume excessive memory and CPU time, thus crashes the simulator eventually. On the contrary, fluid-based simulation tracks time on a slot-by-slot basis. Events happening within the same time slot will be aggregated and processed together. Individual timers do not need to be tracked anymore. Thus fluid-based approach is much simpler than event-driven approach. The similarity between fluid-based Matlab simulation result and event-driven OPNET simulation result demonstrate that fluid-based simulation can be a relatively accurate and cost-effective approach for evaluating the performance of a SIP network.
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